
30th March, 2015

Dear Sir/Madam,

The University Grants Commission has earlier passed instructions through numerous letters in the last year to all the universities/institutions to compulsorily implement Six Months Core Module Syllabus on Environmental Studies for under-graduate course in all branches of higher education and also to create awareness among the students population for preservation of environment which will go a long way for providing safe and healthy atmosphere for the future generations. The UGC is extremely thankful to those universities and colleges which have implemented the above module. It is again reiterated that if your esteemed University has not yet implemented the above module for Environmental Studies, you are once again requested to implement the same with immediate effect as the National Green Tribunal (NGT) has asked the UGC to monitor it on the regular basis since the Hon'ble Supreme Court of India has passed instructions on the same. The compliance to this effect may kindly be communicated to UGC immediately as non-compliance will tantamount to contempt of court.

A step further to this is the concept of ‘One Student One Tree’ for which the students will be involved in nurturing a tree for preservation of environment. NSS and other allied departments in your esteemed university may be instructed to ensure that at least one tree is planted by a student during his/her stay in your university/institution. This may also be implemented in all the colleges affiliated to your university.

It is thus requested that your esteemed university may kindly provide free sapling to the students for plantation and ‘Special Plantation Drive’ should be conducted to make the campus green. Distribution of publicity material on environment preservation should also be a part of the same programme.

It would be highly appreciated if the endeavours done in this regard are communicated to the UGC through email only at ugc.ngt@gmail.com.

With kind regards,

Yours sincerely,

(Jaspal S. Sandhu)

The Vice-Chancellor of all Universities (706) as per list attached.

Copy to:

The Publication Officer, UGC for uploading on UGC website.

(Jaspal S. Sandhu)
Copy of pre-page is forwarded to the following for information and further necessary action:

1. All the Heads of the University Teaching Departments, M.D.University, Rohtak.
2. The Dean, Colleges Development Council, M.D.University, Rohtak (for circulating it to the affiliated colleges).
3. Dean, Students Welfare, M.D.University, Rohtak.
4. Coordinator, N.S.S., M.D.University, Rohtak
5. The Director, UCC for uploading the same on the Website of University.

Superintendent (Academic)